“We are committed to providing the highest quality to our
customers and this extends to the delivery of our beautiful
shoes. Through our partnership with ILG we achieve this
and consider the team an extension of our own.”
Head of Retail and E-commerce, Rupert Sanderson

Enhancing your business
ILG is a delivery and fulfilment specialist, offering a range of services that help you to meet and surpass the expectations
of your customers. We provide a number of UK and international delivery options, and we can take care of the storage,
packaging and despatch of your goods, always ensuring that they reach their destination on time and in perfect order.

Saving you time
We treat every client as a partner, adding a logistics expertise to your operation as if it was part of your company. The latest
technology coupled with a team of specialists dedicated to customer satisfaction means you can put your faith in ILG to take
care of this side of the business while you concentrate on what you do best.

Costing you less
Because logistics is our speciality and we work with a network of top branded courier companies, we have purchasing power
that enables us to secure the best price for the best service for your needs. This, together with the efficiency of our state-ofthe-art track and trace, booking and reporting systems, means you save money on logistics.

• Experienced in serving all major industry
sectors, from Charity to Fashion & Beauty.

• Exceptional customer satisfaction ratings
and testimonials.

• Dedicated and knowledgeable staff, rewarded
for the quality of service delivered.

• Winners of numerous business awards.

• Total focus on customer satisfaction and
long‑term partnerships.

• Longstanding customer relationships with
many blue chip companies.
• ISO, UKWA and BIFA accredited.

• Access to the latest purpose-built IT and
quality systems.

Make ILG part of your business, visit www.ilguk.com or call 0844 264 8000

Global Delivery Services
We work in partnership with the top carriers, both in the UK and across the world, to ensure you have access
to a range of the best import, export and delivery options for all your shipments. In addition you benefit from:
• Consolidated purchasing power, meaning we
can offer a highly competitive pricing structure.
• An end-to-end managed service provided by a
dedicated customer service team.

• Pro-active monitoring of your shipments.
• The lowest number of surcharges in the business.
• Customs advice and document completion.

ILG Delivery Services
oo Global Export Courier
oo Global Import Courier
oo Campaign Distribution

oo Global Mail
oo UK Delivery Services
oo ILG Profile

oo Global Freight Forwarding
oo European Road Service
oo Expert Advisory Services

Outsourced Fulfilment Services
We take the responsibility of providing secure warehousing for our customers’ goods and handling their
orders very seriously. First we gain an understanding of your business, then implement the right fulfilment
solution to achieve your business goals. Our commitment to customers includes:
oo Dedicated account management.

oo Bespoke branded packaging and
rework services.

oo Flexible warehousing.

oo Efficient stock management.

oo The latest IT systems.

oo Fast, competitive delivery.

oo A pick and pack accuracy of 99.9%.

We also specialise in fulfilment for fashion & beauty products, e-commerce, education and the travel
industry. So whether you are looking to cut costs with outsourced warehousing, or serve clients faster, we
help you make that happen.

“ILG has been a reliable and trustworthy supplier
to our company for many years and its service has
stood up to scrutiny on many different occasions.

I would have no hesitation in recommending ILG
to any company.”
Service Partner Relationship Manager, Bupa Global

we do deliver
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